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Introduction [18,19,20]

The suitability of a given radionuclide for brachytherapy is determined by its half-life,
the type of energy, and abundance (number per decay) of its emission. The half-life of a
radionuclide must be long enough to permit shipping and implant preparation with an
acceptable loss of source strength due to decay, but it must also be short enough to permit
source sizes sufficiently small for the intended application.

Pd-103 is a low energy photon emitter available for permanent interstitial implantation.
Pd-103 has energy and safety characteristics similar to 1-125, but its initial peripheral dose
rate is approximately three times greater. This may provide improved control of rapidly
proliferating tumours. Although Pd-103 has been used for various kinds of cancers [18], it is
almost exclusively used for prostate cancer, the most common cancer, and the death rate from
this cancer is the highest.

There are two cyclotron production routes for Pd- 1 03, Ag (p, xn) 103 Pd and Rh (p, n)
103 Pd. For a cyclotron with low energy (such as 30Mev that we have in Iran, Karaj,
NRCAM.) only Rh target can be used. The target material should be deposited on a special
designed Cu substrate and the separation process should isolate the desired radionuclide from
target material as well as Cu.

Our work plan for production of Pdl03 in Karaj, Iran, is as follows:
In the first year of the CRP we are going to complete the literature survey of Pd

production and performing the relevant experiments as described latter, hi the second year of
the CRP we will construct suitable hot cells for Pd production and also do research for
development of Pd seeds.

In the last year of the CRP we are going to finalise all the work done during the last two
years and propose the automation system for routine production.

1. Literature survey including: (a) separation of Pd from Cu and Rh, (b) separation of
Rh from Cu, (c) electrodeposition or electroplating of Rh on Cu, (d) dissolution of Rh as
powder and as metal, (e) - electrodepostion or electroplating or electrolyses deposition of Pd
on a graphite sheet.

2. Experimental

2.1. Separation of Pd from Cu and Rh

2.1.1. Cation exchanger resin AG5OW-X4 [ 1,2]



In this method the media was HBr (0.5M) - thiourea (0.1M) solution. The resin was
equilibrated with the solution and the, sample then. Transferred to the resin. The Rh in the
form of complex chloride never adsorbed in the resin and pass through it. (Probably as
RhCI6). Cu was eluted with 2M HCI and Pd with 7M HCI. Although. The method worked
perfectly, it was observed that when the concentration of Cu increased to O.5M or more, a
white precipitate formed. The rhodium was recovered in a HBr-Tu solution, which was not
suitable for the clectrodeposition of Rh. For these reasons other procedures were tested.

2.1.2. Cation exchanger resins AG5OW-X4, AG5OW-X8, and AGMP.50 [3,4,5,6]

After drying the sample, it was dissolved in dilute HCI (<0.5 N) and the

Prepared column loaded from this solution. Again, Rh passed through the resin and Cu
and Pd retained on the resin. Cu was eluted by lMH40Ac and Pd by 7-8N HCI or 8M HBr.
Rh was recovered free from Cu and Pd. The AGMP-50 was the best and elution with 8M HBr
was better than with HCI. Less than 20ml was required to elute the Pd completely.

2.1.3. Anion exchanger resin IRA-93 [7]

Since the target was dissolved in 6M HCI [8.9,10]; there was no need to dry the solution
with this procedure. The solution was diluted to 4M HCI [7] and passed through the column.
The column size was 0.8ciiix20cm, 20-50 mesh resin, and flow rate lml/min. - All Pd and
small fractions of Rah and Cu are adsorbed. Rh and Cu were eluted by 6M HCI and Pd with I
50 ml 5% NH3 solution.

2.2. Development a separation method for Pd-103 from Ag and Rh

2.2.1. Chelating ion exchanger resin Chellex 100

An attempt was made to improve the previous procedure [11] using Chellex 100 resin.
The procedure should separate micrograms of Pd from 16g Ag as target material as well as Rh
that is produced on bombardment of Ag.

At first only Pd solutions were used and it was observed that elution of Pd was very
sensitive to the pH of initial solutions. This is due to the nature of the resin; having two
carboxylic positions and one amine position. In fact when pH 6-7 was used for adsorption,
more than 90% of Pd was eluted by 15ml 1M HCI. It seemed that at this pH range was
present as Pd 2+ which was adsorbed by the two carboxylic groups. Under real condition
there is 16g Ag and consequently a lot of N03- ions, that influences the pH and is not easy to
keep Pd as positive ions and even if itis done (by dilution to a large volume, for example),
despite of the big difference of distribution coefficients of Pd and Ag (competing with the Pd)
there is still a possibility of adsorption of Ag by carboxylic groups. Most of Pd is adsorbed by
the amine group and the elution of Pd is difficult from this site.

3. Electroplating and clectrodeposition of Rh on Cu substrate [12,13,14,15]
In NRCAM, all solid target material should be deposited on a special-designed Cu

substrate. The quality of the electrodeposition is simply tested for mechanical and heat
resistant.



3.1. Using HCIO4 bath [14]

Experiments were carried out in a beaker. The solution was evaporated in dryness and
the Rh dissolved in O.5M HCI04. The anode was graphite and rectangular bar of Cu as the
cathode.

Because the Rh, plated on the Cu, was supposed to be dissolved by alternative current
and the plating should have been homogeneous; an electrolysis cell was designed for this
propose. This cell was made of a cubic piece of polyethylene having a cylindrical space in the
middle and two circular holes at the two sides with diameters of 1 and 2 cm for holding
cathode and anode, respectively. This cell was used for all the electroplatings of Rh on Cu, Pd
on Cu wire and graphite, and dissolution of the Rh plated by alternative current.

3.2. Using sulphate- sulfamic acid bath [15]

The bath solution contained lg/1 Rh (as sulphate), 20g/l sulfamic acid, and 0.06g/l Cu
(as sulphate). The solution was preheated to SOOC before use, Pt was used as anode, and the
current was 1 A.

3.3. Sulphate and chloride baths [12,11]

The concentrations of the Rh solutions wore lmM mid pH adjusted to 3-4(Pt as anode
and current 20mA). Although plating of the three procedures were good and strong enough,
the first one is preferred, because of using high current and simplicity of the system.

4. Dissolution of Rh

4.1. Rh powder

Three procedures for dissolving of Rh powder were used. The first, using HCINaCI03 [
7], was not efficient and also introduced a lot of chlorate ions that could interfere with a
separation later.

5. Electroplating of Pd on graphite sheet [16]

The idea was to electroplate the Pd-103 on a graphite sheet (.0.5-0.6mm thick) and then
cut it into small and certain size pieces so that they can be put into the Ti tube. We used the
same solution as Polcaro [16] but a graphite sheet instead of carbon felt. However, it was very
difficult to cut the sheet so precisely into the pieces that we need (0.3x0.6xO.9mm) for
making the seeds.

Because of the problem mentioned above, electrolyses deposition of Pd on graphite was
tested [171, Graphite was cut into small pieces and mixed with formic acid solution containing
Pd. The solution was gently evaporated and Pd deposited on the graphite pieces. This
procedure was done in a test tube with Pd as well as Rh and it was observed that only Pd was
reduced to metallic form. If we can find graphite pellets with the desirable size, this procedure
looks promising.



6. Adsorption of Pd-103 on a resin

One model of 1-125 seeds used a resin with 1-125 adsorbed on it. This model can also be
used for Pd. The size of resin should he 600-650 microns [about mesh]. We succeeded in.
adsorbing about 700 microgram Pd (much more than we need) on less than 1 ml IRA-93 resin
(mesh 20-50). Using resin may be the easiest way to put the Pd-103 into the Ti tubes.
Monosized beads of the resin have to be obtained with suitable sieves and the experiment then
repeated to see whether a good distribution of the 103 Pd activity on the resins could be
achieved.
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